The channel properties of possible gramicidin dimers.
Extending previous work (Sung & Jordan, 1987 a, Biophys. J. 51, 661-672; 1988, Biophys. J.54, 519-526), we describe channel properties of five possible gramicidin dimers by studying dimerization energies and axial electrical potentials. Unlike the head-to-head dimer (the predominant channel former), both tail-to-tail and head-to-tail dimers with the same beta-helical monomer structure as the head-to-head dimer only form four intermonomer hydrogen bonds and are much less stable. Were channels formed from these dimers to be observed, their electrical potential profiles suggest that they should be cation selective, probably conduct less than the head-to-head dimer, have a central cation binding site, bind cations preferentially if crystallizable, and in the case of the head-to-tail dimer, rectify. Like the antiparallel double stranded helical dimer (a possible minor conducting pathway) the parallel double stranded helical dimer has 28 interstrand hydrogen bonds, but its hydrogen bond network is quite distorted and it is much less stable. If it formed, its electrical potential profile suggests that it would be cation selective, bind anions preferentially if crystallizable, rectify, and at high enough voltages, might exhibit a conductance greater than that of the antiparallel form.